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Summary

Prasad and Srivenkataramana [5] have used a^transformation on the study
variate to obtain an estimator of the population total better than the Horvitz-
Thompson estimator under the Midzuno-Sen sampling scheme. We observe
that this transformation and the resulting estimator depend on an unknown
parameter and.suggestan alternative transformation on the auxiliary variate
and obtain a simple estimator which is empirically found to be almost as
eflBcient as the improved estimator.
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Introdaction

Consider a finite population {U^ U^, ... , Un) of size N. Let Q} be
the study variate taking value Yi on the unit {/<,/= 1,2 N. Auxi
liary information on a variable related to eg taking positive value Xt
on Ui is available for all theunits. Under the Midzuno-Sen (Midzuno [4],
Sen [11]) sampling scheme, consider the Horvitz-Thompson [2] estimator
given by

Yht = S {yjizi).
f=l

(l.I)
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based on a sample of size n for estimating the population total
N

Y = S yj. Here the inclusion probability of the zth unit is
1=1

Hi = ai + (1.2)

where «i = (n — l)l{N — 1), Kj = (iV — n)/(iV — 1), and

N '
A- = S Z,.

1

Prasad and Srivenkataramana (P-S [5]) observed that will not
be a constant even when Yi = ^Xi for all i, while (F* + P

will be so. This motivated them to consider a transformation on the study
variate Qj, given by

Z, = y, ^ i=\,2,...,N,

where 6 is a scalar. Their estimator for Y is

Ti = S (zi/jti) - JVai 6.
1=1

It is seen that F(?i) is minimised by the choice

V = -

where

Ai = a? S S - tcj,) ((I/ttj) - (!/«,))«
i>J

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

Aa = 00^ S S (7t{ nj —itij) {{Yiini) —(Yjlnj)) ((l/tj) (\Mj))
i>j

with

= a, Cov ( S (yijvii), S (!/«<)]
' ' \ i=i f=l /

7t., = a, {{N - n) {Pi + Pi) + (n - 2))/(A^ - 2)
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and

Kn.i„ if,) = V(fHT) - (Ai/Aj). (1.6)

P-S's transformation involves an unknown parameter and moreover,
it is on the study variate. Their transformation is guided by the observa
tion that Yiint will not be constant even when Yt = Instead, we
now consider a transformation on the auxiliary variate, values of which
are readily available. We shall use a transformation of the type

= Xi + dX

(cf. Reddy and Rao [8]) and determine d for which the corresponding
inclusion probability 7tJ is proportional to Xt. This d = —N(n —1)1
n{N - I).

Thus, when Yi = <^Xi, Yiln" is a constant for all / = 1,2, N, a.
property which is required by i-' S [5] and is satisfied easily. Motivated
by this we consider the transformation given in (1.7) with d =
—N(n —l)ln{N — I,. Now, if we take a sample of size n by Midzuno-
Sen sampling scheme o'r by Lahiri's [3] method, the probability of
inclusion of the/th unit is

't; = «i + «,P,'= hjP, (1.8)

where

Pi = X[ IX\ X' = x',.

Then, one can consider the estimator

= ' (1.9)

which is simpler than Fi of (1.4) suggested by P-S which involves the
choice of an unknown parameter. Sankaranarayanan [10] considered the
same estimator (1.9) while constructing an Inclusion Probability Propor
tional to Size sampling scheme using Lahiri's method of selection. As
mentioned by him, there is a minor restriction for the above procedure

(to be applicable in practice, viz.,
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> 0 V i

or equivalently,

Pi>in-l)KN-l). 0.11)

However, when one uses Lahiri's method ofselection, it is sufficient to
have

S P, > ai = (n - l) (iV- 1). (1-12)
'•=1

2. Comparison of Strategies

We now have the following alternative strategies :

Hi = (Midzuno Sen sampling scheme (Lahiri's scheme), Yht),
Hi —(P-S transformation on the study variate, Midzuno-Sen

(Lahiri) scheme, and

Hs —(Reddy-Rao type transformation on the auxiliary variate,
Midzuno-Sen (Lahiri) scheme,

Empirical calculations show that for Cochran's ([1], p. 203), Rao's ([6],
p. 64) and Sampford's ([9], p. 72) data sets the percent relative efficiency
ofiTa compared to ^2 was 99.71, 105.04, 99.19, 98,19 and 93.71 for the

• values {N, n) = (10, 2), (9, 2). (12, 4) and (1 L3) respectively. Thus the
suggested strategy H^ is almost as efficient as H^ used by P-S with
optimum choice of For a complete description of the data sets and
other details we refer to Rao [7].
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